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Abstract: Additive manufacturing provides engineers with unprecedented design and material freedom. Enabled by additive manufacturing (AM) technology, engineers can consolidate assemblies into a single integrated component, lightweight parts using topology optimization and lattice structures, and functionally-grade structures and components made from multiple materials. While many advocate that “complexity is free” when it comes to AM, understanding the design, material, and process limitations associated with AM is important when producing end-use parts. This talk will discuss the challenges associated with part substitution, consolidation, and optimization for AM, with an emphasis on laser-based powder bed fusion systems. Several examples will be used to illustrate the challenges associated with design workflow, support structures, and post-processing. These examples are drawn from the activities in Penn State’s Center for Innovative Materials Processing through Direct Digital Deposition (CIMP-3D), which serves as the DARPA Open Manufacturing Program’s Additive Manufacturing Demonstration Facility (MDF). CIMP-3D’s mission is three-fold: (1) advance enabling technologies required to successfully implement AM technology for critical components and structures; (2) provide technical assistance to industry through selection, demonstration, and validation of AM technology as an “honest broker”; and (3) promote the potential of AM technology through training, education, outreach, and dissemination of information. CIMP-3D also provides Penn State’s interface to America Makes, the National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Institute (NAMII). Efforts to educate the next generation workforce and (re)train the current workforce to use AM effectively will also be presented.
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